CASE STUDY

UNIVERSITY OF OREGON:

Wireless Performance
as Potent as the
Ducks’ Offense on
Game Day
The University of Oregon’s DAS project stands at the intersection of
America’s two emergent passions – college football and the smartphone.

The idea that big, open-air
stadiums offer sub-optimal wireless connectivity is simply no
longer true. College football fans
in the Northwest are now enjoying
a game day wireless experience at
Autzen Stadium that matches the
high-performance of the home
team the Oregon Ducks.
Just in time for the 2014
college football season, fans now
have an easier time sending
tweets and uploading pictures
from their smartphones thanks to
Verizon Wireless who tapped
Communication Technology
Services (CTS) to design and
install a SOLiD Distributed
Antenna System (DAS) throughout
Autzen Stadium. CTS recommended
SOLiD DAS equipment as the best
solution for both the low-power
and high-power needs throughout
the bowl, interior, and exterior of
the 47-year-old venue. The system
has performed as expected with
enhanced coverage and customer
experience not only in Autzen
Stadium but also PK Park, home
of Oregon baseball, and Papé
Field, home of U of O soccer and
lacrosse. Matthew Knight Arena
was equipped with the SOLiD
DAS system serving Verizon
Wireless customers in 2013 by
integrator CTS.
In the past decade, CTS has
installed over five thousand
Distributed Antenna System
networks and provides extensive
consulting, engineering design
and deployment capabilities
which allows CTS to match the
needs of both location owners
and service providers. Due to
this level of expertise, CTS was
uniquely positioned to manage
and deploy the 200-antenna
DAS deployment on behalf
of Verizon Wireless and the
University of Oregon.
CTS designs and
deploys indoor and outdoor
Distributed Antenna System
(iDAS and oDAS) networks
that both meet and exceed
carrier grade specifications and
they chose SOLiD’s high quality

“This new DAS is making fans much happier as
they can talk and post and tweet their hearts out
during the games,” says Technology Industry
Analyst Jeff Kagan.
ALLIANCE DAS to meet both the
carriers’ and university’s stringent
requirements.
SOLiD was selected not only
for the ease of deployment, but
also the ability to mix and match
low-power and high-power
remotes with a common head-end
as well as NEMA4 Rated enclosures that allow for indoor and
outdoor mounting. Additionally,
the SOLiD ALLIANCE DAS offers:
• Industry-best fiber efficiency,
• Space-efficient hardware,
modular and hot-swappable
head-end service modules,
• Robust amplifiers, tight filtering,
• Extremely simple
commissioning,
• And elegant remote or local
DAS management.

These features coupled with
CTS’s superior technical management capabilities allowed for an
efficient build and commissioning
process. Understandably, the
University had concerns about
disrupting student life with the
DAS deployment. However, CTS
handled the high profile project
adeptly – commissioning and
network optimization went
smoothly and the carriers’ key
performance indicators (KPIs)
were quickly met.

QUICK FACTS:
Project:
Implementation of cellular coverage at
University of Oregon’s Autzen Stadium
Requirements:
Updated cellular coverage in time for
the 2014 football season opener
Solution:
New Multi-Operator carrier-grade
Distributed Antenna System

So thanks to the effort of
one of largest mobile network
operators in the U.S. to improve
the capacity and coverage of their
cellular network throughout
Autzen stadium, the 2014 DAS
deployment reliably enhanced the
overall fan experience – making
Verizon Wireless Duck fans quack
a little louder on game days.
ALLIANCE ROU and BIU: an efficient,
modular and powerful neutral host solution
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